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Product description PTV Truck Navigator 

 

Truck navigation from logistics specialist PTV is the professional solution for truck fleets. 

It knows the relevant route restrictions and finds the best truck routes - even under difficult traffic 

conditions. 

 

PRODUCT HIGHLIGHTS 

+ routes suitable for trucks, Europe-wide, for international drivers 

+ Latest real time traffic information (TomTom HD Traffic) for ideal route & time 

+ Find over 20,000 truck parking spaces with the Truck Parking Assistant 

+ Routes with economic toll avoidance 

+ Calculate alternative routes 

+ Save and manage multi-station routes 

 

IDEAL FOR FLEETS 

+ Easy installation and administration 

+ Intent interface for easy transmission of targets 

+ Comprehensive "PTV Remote Interface" for connection to the telematics and fleet management 

systems of numerous manufacturers 

+ Guided navigation for transmission of precalculated routes 

+ Sending of tours also directly from Map&Guide or Smartour 

 

CONSIDERATION OF TRUCK RESTRICTIONS IN NAVIGATION: 

+ Physical restrictions (height, width, length, weight, axle load) 

+ Legal requirements (truck blockage, only residents free, trailers prohibited) 

+ Dangerous goods restrictions (general, water hazardous, explosive) 

+ Dangerous goods tunnel avoidance according to tunnel classes A-E 

+ Warning of danger points (inclines, gradients, sharp bends, overhanging trees, unevenness) 
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TRUCK ROUTE PLANNING/NAVIGATION: 

+ Leads on effective routes - if necessary also into restricted areas 

+ Avoidance of residential areas 

+ Vehicle type-specific routing (preference for certain road types) 

+ Avoidance of toll roads and ferries 

+ Avoid turning manoeuvres 

+ Europe-wide terminals for truck loading selectable as destinations (POI) 

 

FURTHER FUNCTIONS 

+ Onboard maps: no Internet connection required once map data has been downloaded 

+ Auto Smartzoom 

+ 2D and 3D navigation in direction of travel or north orientation 

+ Display of speed limits with tempo warner 

+ Navigation instructions also in tunnels 

+ Realistic display of motorway signs 

+ intersection views 

+ Integrated European radar detector 

 

CARD CIRCUMFERENCE: 

Information on card coverage can be found at http://navigator.ptvgroup.com/faq 

Supplied Speakers: English, French, German, Dutch, Italian, Spanish, Portuguese, Danish, Norwegian, 

Swedish, Polish, Czech, Slovak, Slovenian, Hungarian, Romanian, Turkish, Russian, Bulgarian 

Traffic reports are available for the following countries: BE, CH, CZ, D, DK, ES, FI, FR, GB, IT, NL, NO, 

AT, PL, PT, SE. Please note: Using this feature requires an Internet connection and may incur data 

transfer costs. If you are roaming abroad, you may incur considerably higher costs. 

 

NOTES: 

+ A Wi-Fi connection is required to download the map data. 

+ Depending on your country coverage, you may need up to 4.5 GB of memory on the internal phone 

memory. 


